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DIGEST 
 
This bill allows Santa Clara County to use ranked choice voting (RCV) to elect county 
officers. 
 

ANALYSIS 
 
Existing law: 
 
1) Requires the Legislature to provide for county powers, an elected county sheriff, an 

elected district attorney, an elected assessor, and an elected governing body in each 
county. 
 

2) Permits a county or a city to provide for its own governance through the adoption of 
a charter by a majority vote of its electors voting on the question.  
 

3) Permits a city charter to provide for the conduct of city elections.  Grants plenary 
authority, subject to limited restrictions, for a city's charter to provide for the manner 
in which, the times at which, and the method by which municipal officers are elected.  
Provides that a legally adopted city charter supersedes all laws inconsistent with that 
charter with respect to municipal affairs.  
 

4) Requires a county charter to provide for an elected governing body of five or more 
members, and an elected sheriff, an elected district attorney, an elected assessor, 
other officers, their election or appointment, compensation, terms, and removal.  
 

5) Provides that specified general laws adopted by the Legislature to govern the 
powers and officers of counties are superseded by a legally adopted county charter 
as to matters for which the California Constitution permits a county to make 
provision in its charter, except as specified.  
 

6) Requires that all county offices be nonpartisan.  
 

7) Requires an election to select a county district attorney and county sheriff to be held 
with the presidential primary, except as specified.  
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8) Requires an election to select county officers other than district attorney and sheriff 

to be held with the statewide primary at which candidates for Governor are 
nominated, except as specified.  Establishes a procedure for the elections of county 
supervisors to be staggered by dividing the supervisors into two classes.  As a result 
of this procedure, some county supervisors are elected in gubernatorial election 
years while other supervisors are elected in presidential election years. 
 

9) Provides, in general, that any candidate for a nonpartisan office who receives votes 
on a majority of all the ballots cast for that office at a primary election is elected to 
that office and prohibits the office from appearing on the ballot at the ensuing 
general election.  Requires, if a county officer is not elected in the primary election, 
that a county general election be held with the ensuing statewide general election to 
elect the officer.  
 

10) Provides that a plurality of the votes given at any election shall constitute a choice 
where not otherwise directed in the California Constitution, provided that it shall be 
competent in all charters of cities, counties, or cities and counties framed under the 
authority of the California Constitution to provide the manner in which their 
respective elective officers may be elected and to prescribe a higher proportion of 
the vote therefor.  

 
This bill:  
 
1) Allows the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors to adopt, or permit a voter of 

the county to propose by initiative, a proposal to elect an officer of the county by 
RCV.  Requires the ordinance to specify which county officers are to be elected by 
this method and whether they are elected at large or by or from district, as 
applicable.  Specifies, notwithstanding any other law, an ordinance that provides for 
an RCV process may hold that election at the statewide primary election, the first 
statewide general election following the statewide primary election at which the 
election otherwise provided in current law, or a combination thereof, as specified.  
Provides that the ordinance may further specify whether RCV may be used in 
special elections to fill vacancies in county offices and may be held on any date 
allowed for such special elections. 

 
2) Makes findings and declarations. 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
Ranked Choice Voting Background.  RCV is an election method in which voters rank 
the candidates for office in order of preference and the ballots are counted in rounds.   
In the case of a single-winner election, these rounds simulate a series of runoffs until 
only two candidates remain with the candidate having the greater number of votes being 
declared the winner.  In the case of a multiple-winner election, these rounds fill all seats 
to be elected. 
 
For single winner elections, in the first round, every ballot counts as a vote towards the 
candidate indicated by the highest ranking on that ballot.  After every round, if a 
candidate receives a majority of votes from the continuing ballots, that candidate is 
declared elected.  If no candidate receives a majority, the candidate receiving the 
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smallest number of votes is eliminated, and every ballot counting towards that candidate 
will be advanced to the next-ranked continuing candidate on the ballot. 
 
For an election to elect two or more candidates to office, a minimum threshold of votes 
necessary to be elected is determined according to a specified formula.  All ballots are 
counted and each ballot is allocated as a vote to the candidate receiving the highest 
ranking.  Each candidate that receives the minimum threshold of votes is declared 
elected.   
 
If a candidate wins with more votes than the election threshold, but not all seats have 
been filled, any extra votes count proportionally towards voters’ next choices.  For 
example, if a candidate receives 10 percent more first choices than what was needed to 
win, then a tenth of each of their supporters’ votes count toward their next choices. 
 
If no candidate has more votes than the election threshold, the candidate with the 
fewest votes is eliminated, and voters who picked that candidate have their votes count 
for their next choice.  This repeats, just like with single-winner ranked choice voting.  
This process continues until every seat has been filled. 
 
While explaining the vote tabulation system is somewhat complex, no voter gets to vote 
twice and no vote is counted twice.  In a single-winner system where the last place 
candidate is eliminated, voters who listed that candidate first on their ballot then get to 
use the second choice on their ballot once that first choice is eliminated.  They may get 
two (or more) chances to use their vote, but they never get more than one vote.  The 
multi-winner system is somewhat more complicated because fractions of a person’s 
vote can be transferred to other candidates, but each voter still has only one total vote. 
 
Santa Clara County Measure F (1998).  According to information from the California 
Elections Data Archive (CEDA)—a joint project of the Center for California Studies and 
Institute for Social Research of California State University, Sacramento, and the 
Secretary of State that collects and compiles results from city, county, school district, 
and local ballot measure elections—in November 1998, Santa Clara County residents 
considered Measure F, a measure that proposed to add Section 208 to the county’s 
charter stating, “Nothing in this Charter shall preclude the Board of Supervisors from 
authorizing an instant run-off voting system of the November general election, which 
eliminates the need for run-off elections, when such technology is available to the 
County?”  The measure was approved with 53.9% of ballots cast in favor. 
 
According to Santa Clara County Counsel’s impartial analysis of Measure F, “Instant 
Runoff Voting (IRV) allows the majority will of the voters to be determined in a single 
election.”  The analysis continues with a description of the IRV system where if no 
candidate receives a majority of the first choice votes, then the candidate with the 
fewest voters is eliminated and the voter’s next choices are tabulated until a candidate 
receives a majority of the votes.  The analysis also states, “IRV eliminates the need for 
the second, separate, runoff election” and provides a description of how a voting system 
in existence in 1998 was unable to accommodate IRV. 
 
Recent Actions in Santa Clara County.  On December 15, 2022, the Finance and 
Government Operations Committee of the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors 
received a report from the Santa Clara County Registrar of Voters related to the 
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implementation of RCV for elected county offices.  In that report, the Registrar noted 
that, “At the time of Measure F’s passage, the County did not yet have the technological 
capability to conduct RCV elections; however, the County’s current voting system now 
does have that capability.  When the County issued a request for proposals (RFP) for a 
new voting system in April 2018, it included a requirement that the system be capable of 
conducting RCV elections.  On August 13, 2019, the County executed an agreement 
with Dominion Voting Systems for the Democracy Suite system…The Dominion 
Democracy Suite system is currently being used to conduct RCV elections in other 
jurisdictions, including municipal elections in San Francisco and Alameda counties.” 
 
The Registrar’s report recommended that the Board of Supervisors provide at least a 
year and a half of preparation time to successfully implement RCV for elections for 
county office.  In order to move forward with RCV implementation beginning with the 
November 2024 general election, the Registrar suggested that the Board of Supervisors 
make a decision to do so by March 2023.  The Registrar also indicated that the March 
2023 timeline was based on the assumption that state law has been changed such that 
elections for countywide offices are not required occur at the same time as the 
statewide primary election and that the use of RCV is available to charter counties. 
 
At the conclusion of the meeting, the county’s Finance and Government Operations 
Committee voted to forward the item to the full Board of Supervisors without a 
recommendation, and with the direction that the Board of Supervisors should receive a 
briefing from their county counsel in closed session about legal issues related to the 
county’s authority to adopt RCV for county elections without a change in state law.  The 
Board of Supervisors has not taken action related to RCV in an open public meeting 
since that point.  On April 18, 2023, the Board of Supervisors discussed and approved 
an item to add the ability of Santa Clara County to decide whether to adopt RCV to the 
county’s list of legislative priorities.   
 
RCV, State Law, and Charter Counties and Cities.  Existing state law does not 
expressly permit or contemplate the use of RCV for elections in California.  
Notwithstanding that fact, at least six California cities have conducted local elections 
using RCV.  San Francisco has been using RCV for local elections since 2004 while the 
cities of Berkeley, Oakland, and San Leandro all began using RCV in 2010.  The cities 
of Albany and Palm Desert first used RCV in 2022.  Berkeley, Oakland, San Francisco, 
and San Leandro use RCV only in single winner elections.  Albany generally uses RCV 
only in multiple winner elections, while Palm Desert uses RCV in both single and 
multiple winner elections. It should be noted that although the City of Eureka voted to 
use RCV for municipal elections beginning in 2022, it did not implement RCV in time for 
the 2022 election. The City of Eureka anticipates that it will use RCV for municipal 
elections beginning in 2024. 
 
All six cities that have conducted local elections using RCV are charter cities.  As noted 
above, the California Constitution gives cities and counties the ability to adopt charters 
which give those jurisdictions greater autonomy over local affairs.  Charter cities, in 
particular, are granted a great deal of autonomy over the rules governing the election of 
municipal officers.  In fact, the Constitution grants "plenary authority," subject to limited 
restrictions, for a city charter to provide "the manner in which, the method by which, the 
times at which, and the terms for which the several municipal officers and 
employees…shall be elected or appointed."  The autonomy granted to charter cities 
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under the California Constitution is what allowed those six cities to choose to use RCV 
for local elections, notwithstanding the lack of authorization for using RCV in state law. 
 
It is less clear whether charter counties similarly can use RCV to conduct local elections 
in the absence of authorization under state law.  The autonomy granted to charter 
counties over the election of county officers is considerably narrower than is granted to 
charter cities over municipal elections.  For counties, the Constitution specifies that a 
county's charter shall provide for “[a] governing body of 5 or more members, elected (1) 
by district or, (2) at large, or (3) at large, with a requirement that they reside in a district,” 
and for “an elected sheriff, an elected district attorney, an elected assessor, other 
officers, their election or appointment, compensation, terms and removal,” among other 
provisions.  According to information from the California State Association of Counties, 
14 (Alameda, Butte, El Dorado, Fresno, Los Angeles, Orange, Placer, Sacramento, San 
Bernardino, San Diego, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, and Tehama) of 
California’s 58 counties are charter counties.  San Francisco is a consolidated city and 
county, and therefore has the authority of both a charter city and a charter county. 
 
A charter city choosing to use RCV for the election of municipal officers appears to be 
consistent with the authority granted to charter cities to provide for the manner in which 
and the method by which municipal officers are elected.  The California Constitution 
does not similarly specify that county charters may include those types of provisions 
suggests that charter counties may be subject to provisions of state law governing the 
manner in which and the method by which county officers are elected.  
 
On the other hand, the Elections Code provides that while a plurality of votes constitutes 
a choice at an election where not otherwise specified in the Constitution, “it shall be 
competent in all charters of cities, counties, or cities and counties…to provide the 
manner in which their respective elective officers may be elected and to prescribe a 
higher proportion of the vote therefor.”  That provision was added to the Elections Code 
in 1970 when substantially similar language was removed from the California 
Constitution as part of a partial constitutional revision that was intended to streamline 
and clarify the Constitution.  According to information from the state voter information 
guide about that measure (Proposition 15 at the November 1970 statewide general 
election), the deletion of that language from the Constitution was intended to bring that 
subject matter under legislative control through the enactment of statutes.  There is no 
indication that the change was intended to substantively affect the power of charter 
cities, charter counties, or charter cities and counties to provide the manner in which 
their elective officers are elected. 
 
In the December 15, 2022, memo from the Santa Clara County Registrar of Voters to 
the Finance and Government Operations Committee that is described above, the 
Registrar stated “Under state law, the County does not currently have the authority to 
conduct elections by RCV.”  By contrast, a January 2023 memo to the Santa Clara 
County Board of Supervisors that was prepared by FairVote (a national, nonprofit 
organization that advocates for the adoption of RCV) and provided to the committee by 
the author’s office, concludes “There is ample support in the constitutional, statutory, 
and court history in California for the power of charter counties to adopt a method or 
manner of electing county officials that is at odds with the general law of the state.” The 
FairVote memo specifically relies upon the provisions of Section 15450 of the Elections 
Code, along with constitutional history and case law in reaching that conclusion. 
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RCV Issues in Alameda County in November 2022 Election.  On December 28, 2022, 
the Alameda County Registrar of Voters issued a press release announcing that an 
improper configuration of the county’s RCV tally system resulted in incorrect ballot 
tallies for contests using RCV in the county at the November 8, 2022, statewide general 
election.  The press release described the error in the tally system as follows: 
 

[The tally system] should have been configured to advance ballots to the next 
ranking immediately when no candidate was selected for a particular round.  This 
means that if no candidate was selected in the first round on the ballot, then the 
second-round ranking would count as the first-round ranking, the third-round 
ranking would count as the second round ranking, and so on.  For the November 
2022 General Election, the setting on the County’s equipment counted the RCV 
ballots in the manner in which the ballot was completed, meaning no vote was 
registered for those ballots in the first round of counting because those voters did 
not identify a valid candidate in a particular rank on the ballot. 

 
By the time the Registrar of Voters announced the discovery of the error in the tally 
system, the Registrar had already certified the election results for the November 2022 
election.  In one race for a seat on the Oakland Unified School District board, the 
programming error resulted in the wrong candidate being declared the winner of the 
election.  An election contest subsequently was filed in the Alameda County Superior 
Court.  On March 6, 2023, the Court ordered the Registrar of Voters to revise the 
certified election results to reflect an accurate tabulation of the ballots, and declared 
elected the candidate who prevailed under that tabulation. 
 

COMMENTS 
 
1) According to the author:  It has been almost 25 years since voters in Santa Clara 

County approved ranked-choice voting (RCV) via a ballot initiative, Measure F.  AB 
1227 ensures the county implements Measure F now that the county’s voting 
machines have the capability to conduct RCV elections. 

 
2) Original Intent of Measure F.  While this bill expressly permits Santa Clara County to 

conduct elections for county office using RCV, it is less clear whether it would 
remove all legal ambiguity about whether the county can implement RCV in the way 
it intends.  In particular, one of the frequently touted benefits of RCV is that it can 
eliminate the need for runoff elections.  This is where IRV and RCV are similar. 

 
IRV and RCV could also be different from each other.  RCV can also be used to 
conduct multi-round elections.  For example, Alaska uses a system in which voters 
pick a single candidate in the primary election, with the top four candidates from the 
primary advancing to a general election that is conducted using RCV.  In California, 
all jurisdictions that conduct elections using RCV hold single-round elections.   

 
This bill allows Santa Clara County to adopt an ordinance to elect an officer RCV.  
The ordinance would be required to specify whether the RCV election is held at the 
primary, the statewide general election, or a combination thereof.  This might conflict 
with Measure F where the county charter was amended to state, “Nothing in this 
Charter shall preclude the Board of Supervisors from authorizing an instant run-off 
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voting system of the November general election, which eliminates the need for run-
off elections, when such technology is available to the County?”  The charter 
amendment specifically states that the election should be held at the November 
general election and eliminates the need for a run-off election. 

 
While this bill would resolve some legal ambiguity about Santa Clara County’s use of 
RCV, the committee should consider how closely the provisions of this bill should be 
to what was enacted by Santa Clara County voters in 1998 (i.e. one election in 
November).   

 
3) Argument in Support.  In a letter supporting AB 1227, the California Ranked Choice 

Coalition stated, in part, the following: 
 

We firmly believe that the adoption of RCV in Santa Clara County would 
significantly enhance the democratic process by providing voters with greater 
choice and enabling them to express their true preferences.  RCV has been 
successfully implemented in other jurisdictions in California and across the 
United States and has been shown to increase voter turnout, promote civility in 
campaigns, and provide for more accurate representation of the electorate. 

 
4) Argument in Opposition.  In a letter opposing AB 1227, Santa Clara County 

Assessor Lawrence E. Stone stated, in part, the following: 
 

For most voters, the main way they connect to their political leaders' agenda and 
values is through elections.  Faith in leaders and the overall political system can 
be eroded if confidence in the electoral process is damaged.  And the voters 
most impacted by a weakened perception of integrity are likely to be the very 
voters that RCV claims to benefit - first-time voters, voters of color, and low-
income voters.  

 
Governor Gavin Newsom cited more voter confusion, and that greater 
democracy has not necessarily been fulfilled in 2019 when he vetoed statewide 
SB 212 which would have allowed more cities, counties, and school districts 
across the state to switch to the RCV system.  Governor Brown also vetoed a bill 
in 2016 that would have broadened RCV stating, "Ranked Choice Voting is 
overly complicated and confusing.  I believe it deprives voters of genuinely 
informed choice." 

 
The California Legislature should not allow Santa Clara County the singular 
authority in the state to elect an officer of that county by Ranked Choice Voting. 

 
RELATED/PRIOR LEGISLATION 

 
Since 2006, there have been many bills intended to permit local jurisdictions to use 
RCV for either regular or special elections.  All of these bills either failed passage in the 
Legislature or were vetoed by the Governor: SB 596 (Bowen) of 2006, AB 1294 (Mullin 
and Leno) of 2007, AB 1121 (Davis) of 2009, AB 2732 (Eng) of 2010, SB 1346 
(Hancock) of 2010, and SB 1288 (Leno) of 2016.  
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SB 212 (Allen) of 2019 would have permitted a city, county, or an educational district, as 
specified and subject to voter approval, to conduct a local election using RCV, among 
other provisions.  SB 212 was vetoed.  In his veto message, Governor Newsom wrote 
“Ranked choice is an experiment that has been tried in several charter cities in 
California.  Where it has been implemented, I am concerned that it has often led to voter 
confusion, and that the promise that ranked choice voting leads to greater democracy is 
not necessarily fulfilled.  The state would benefit from learning more from charter cities 
who use ranked choice voting before broadly expanding the system.” 
 
AB 2808 (O’Donnell) of 2022 would have prohibited state and local elections from being 
conducted using RCV.  AB 2808 was heard in by the Assembly Committee on Elections 
on April 6, 2022, and was held in committee without recommendation. 
 

PRIOR ACTION 
 
Assembly Floor: 67 - 0 

Assembly Elections Committee: 5 - 0 

 
POSITIONS 

 
 
Sponsor: Author   
 
Support: California Ranked Choice Voting Coalition 
 Californians for Electoral Reform 
 County of Santa Clara 
 League of Women Voters of California 
 Santa Clara County Democratic Party   
 
Oppose: Lawrence E. Stone, Santa Clara County Assessor   
 

 
-- END -- 


